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Carpathian Culinary
Trail
R OM A N IA

U K R A I N E

H U N G A RY

S L O VA K IA

• Genuine travel experience
• Undiscovered part of the world
• Organic and traditional food
• Grandma’s recipes
• Local people – local hospitality

Discover the Taste of Maramures
Satu Mare. Unique journey through
the time
Ancestral traditions, history and the traditional food

ROMANIA

Maramures, located in the geographical heartland of Europe, is a land of mythological richness, impressive landscapes and very ancient
customs. It has carefully preserved the culture,
traditions, and lifestyle of a medieval past.
Satu Mare County is located between the two
neighboring counties of Maramures and Bihor
and has great potential for tourism development. The defining feature of Satu Mare as a
tourist destination is multiculturalism. The region has preserved monuments created to satisfy demanding visitors showing the different
historical periods (from the early Middle Ages
to the Communist regime of the 20th century).
Satu Mare offers tourists, who are fond of history, the ensembles of attractions ranging from
castles and fortresses, wooden churches and
monasteries, museums and memorial buildings
to cultural events closely associated with the
history of these places.

The joint six-day tour
for two counties of
Romania - Maramures
and Satu Mare discovers unique natural and
cultural wealth of the
two regions, including
the local traditions of
food production, cooking and gastronomic
enjoyment of meals.

contact us
EcoLogic Association

Duration: 6 days
Accommodation:
farmhouses and hotels
Dates: all year

Unirii Boulevard, 12A/86, 430272,
Baia Mare,
Maramures County, Romania
Tel.:+ 40 262 224035
Fax:+ 40 262 224035
e-mail: editp@nvn.ro
www.ecologic.romm.ro

Chamber of Commerce and
Industry
of Satu Mare County
4 Decebal St., Satu Mare
440006, Romania
Tel.: + 40 0261 710 790
Fax: +40 0261 715058
e-mail: director@cciasm.ro
www.cciasm.ro

DISCOVER THE TASTE OF MARAMURES
DAY 1. Welcome to Baia Mare

Transfer to hotel Igniş Inn (3 stars), Old Center of Baia Mare.
Join together for good food, wine and palinca along with a walking tour of Baia Mare Old
Center (15-16th century buildings).
Museums and galleries exhibit valuable artifacts worth visiting, especially the Village Museum, part of Ethnographic and Folk Museum. This shows the traditional wooden architecture of
Maramures. The art school of Baia Mare and Mineralogical Museum are emblematic symbols
and host valuable unique collections in the world.
Located in the old center, near the Market, Butchers Tower, or ‘Butchers Bastion’ (built by
Gaspar Dragyi in 1547) was destroyed several times and rebuilt over the centuries. By 1977 it was the private
property of a family that used it as cage for livestock and poultry, in 2010 the tower underwent a massive restoration work and became a place for exhibiting traditional artifacts, costumes, artisan work and ethnographic
exhibitions.
Dinner: Igniş Inn.

DAY 2. Traditional food tastes along Mara Valley up to Poiana Brazilor

The route begins with a steep and winding ascent into the mountains covered with
forest. At the top of the Gutai Pass the picturesque landscape opens up before you.
The road then continues its journey down to Desesti. Experience the Mara River Valley for the story of Maramures. As the namesake for the entire region, this valley reveals not only pristine beauty, glorious pastoral landscapes, and total immersion into the centuries old way of
life of its people.
You will visit the ‘Happy Fish’ in Mara village and taste the traditional breakfast in an authentic wooden restaurant complex, enjoying the freshness of nearby forests, the beauty of Mara River and the trout fishery located
inside the restaurant complex.
Recognized more for its unique nature treasures of the region, the Tatarului gorge is known for the Schistostega pennata moss that reflects an emerald green light in the hollow, and its endangered bird species. The Poiana
Brazilor is a forested raised bog with unique carnivore plants.
Climbing to the subalpine meadows guarantees a delicious lunch and a little skies... Visit the demonstration site
for natural grazing at the ecological farm in Campul Tataru. Local breeds of cattle named ‘Maramures Brown’
are well adapted to the mountain conditions. You will taste the top premium beef from ‘happy’ cattle, cooked
in a traditional way.
Accommodation in the Tiplea wooden dwelling.

DAY 3. Insights into the land of wood

Budesti – example of wooden architecture (wooden gates, wooden houses, wooden church
- UNESCO heritage monument). The wooden gates from Maramures are elements of architecture that convey an undeniable local identity to this region. Rich in symbols (twisted rope,
the sun, tree of life) wooden gates are protectors of the houses and of families from the forces
of evil.
In Sarbi village you will taste traditional pies and see unique water driven machines that help in peasants’ life.
In Ocna Sugatag you will taste the local cheesecakes and apple pies. In Doina’s guesthouse, you will convince
yourself again that traditional Maramures food is very delicious. As evidence, dishes cooked here were highly
appreciated by the great Romanian gastronome Radu Anton Roman, who arrived at Doina’s guesthouse and
found it very difficult to leave the place due to her famously tasty pies.
In the old capital of historical Maramures Sighetu Marmatiei (the first reminder is recorded in the documents
in 1326). You will get acquainted with the remnants of an ancient fortress of Thracian and Dacian period, traditional markets - Piata Agroalimentara and unique open-air village Museum that includes the antique church
and traditional homesteads around (the oldest ones dating since 16th century).

SATU MARE. UNIQUE JOURNEY THROUTH THE TIME

DAY 1. Medieval architecture and traditions of winegrowing in Carei-Tasnad-Beltiug areas

Once you arrive in Satu Mare county, from the border you travel to Carei, where you will
see the outstanding architectural monuments from 14th to 20th Centuries. Here you will
visit the vault of Károlyi family - 36 family members spend their eternal sleep in bronze
sarcophagi.
Tasnad is the next stop of the day. You will relax and benefit of the healthy thermal waters
in the Tasnad resort, and have lunch in one of the numerous cozy restaurants, serving
delightful Romanian, German or Hungarian specialties.
Relaxed, you follow the Wine Road, and you arrive at Beltiug. You will be visiting one of the 600 wineries dated
1700-s, such as Nachbil, Casa Hetei, Leiher, Pekh, tasting local food and wines made with local grown grape
varieties such as Riesling, Traminer, Chardonnay, Sauvignon, Pinot Gris and Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Blaufränkisch, Pinot Noir.
Welcome to short tour of the Museum and the archaeological excavations of Neolithic, Bronze Age and the Free
Dacians period, visit the protestant church in the Romanesque style dated 1175.
Back in Satu Mare you can relax in one of the beautiful spas with thermal waters Nord-Vest or Aqua park. Afterwards have dinner in the heart of the city in a warm and classy restaurant. Enjoying live music, a folklore
program, the inviting flavors of local foods, the traditional plum palinca, wines from the finest vineyards, is the
best way to get acquainted with the taste of Satu Mare culinary and folk heritage.

DAY 2. Satu Mare and it’s monuments

Wandering around the town of Satu Mare offers the active travelers a taste of
living historic and cultural authenticity. Walk around the Freedom square and
admire the beautiful buildings with exquisite architecture. Visit the Art Museum
of the19th century, formally known as ‘Vécsey House’ with its unique collection
of paintings and see the beautiful Bishop’s palace built in 19th century under the initiative of the Bishop Ham
Janos, decorated with sculptural images and impressive paintings and frescos. Then enter the History Museum
to see artifacts from times before. Climb to the top of the Administrative Palace, the highest civil building in
Romania, and also the Firemen tower built in 1904, known as the Eiffel Tower of Satu Mare to see the panorama
of beautiful buildings, and, if you are lucky, the Oas Mountains.
After a good lunch in ‘No Pardon’, Class, Daemi, Miorița, restaurants that combine Romanian, Hungarian and
German cuisines, continue your familiarization with the monuments standing live testimony to the harmoniously and unitary interwoven cultural mosaic specific for Satu Mare county. Look at the beautiful Synagogue,
see the impressive Roman-Catholic Cathedral, then go along the streets nearby to visit the Greek-Catholic and
the Orthodox Cathedral, placed at few meters distance!
An evening trip to Livada will acquaint you with the Vecsey family castle of 18th century.
Enjoy overnight accommodation at Dan Motel, or Lacul lui Pintea with their relaxing and traditional dishes.

DAY 3. Historic and gastronomic authenticity

During your day, as you travel from Livada to Mediesul Aurit - Bixad – Vama – Negresti Oas Valea Mariei, you will have a chance to make a journey through the time, enjoying the unique
architectural and sculptural monuments and tasting rich traditional dishes and local drinks.
A special attraction of the tour is the largest archaeological complex in Eastern Europe, the
ancient Dacian pottery ovens in Mediesu Aurit. They date back to the 2-4 century AD and are
impressive by their size (2 meters in diameter) and by the number: 104 ovens, used to produce
ceramic pots that were across the Roman Empire, have been reconstructed.
Enjoy again the well-known and world-famous Romanian traditional alcoholic drink, palinca.
It is produced here by Zetea family using double or triple distillation in traditional boilers with direct heating by
fire. Eat lunch, which includes a master class from the producer.
Your road takes you to the Ethnographic Museum of Oas Country, in Negresti Oas, on the banks of the Tur, this
is a picturesque hilly area. Here you have the unique opportunity to witness past life, many buildings in the area
are representative monuments of peasant architecture from the XVII – XX centuries, and last but not the least
the Lechinţa wooden church dating back to 1604.
Take back with you, souvenir dolls, dressed in traditional hand –made costumes showing the smallest details
and elements of authentic costumes of the Oaş region, now famous all over the world.
Your day ends in Valea Măriei recreation area (at 6 km from Negresti-Oas). The place is renowned for its mineral
springs. Relax after a busy day.

Hutsul adventures:
In quest of culinary treasures

ukraine

Mountain menus – the natural flavor of freedom. Enjoy the best of the Carpathians!

The mountain areas
of Ivano-Frankivsk
region are also called
Hutsulschyna in honor
of the ethnic group that
inhabit the highlands
of Ukrainian Carpathians. Visiting these
places brings with it
the magic of the Hutsul
traditions experienced
through the local foods,
the crafts and the
magnificent landscape
during the five-day tour

The tour is designed for the hunters of ancient
recipes, devotees of the past, gourmets, those
who are interested in lifestyle and cultural aspects of Ukrainian way of life in Ivano-Frankivsk
region.
During the five-day trip, you will learn how to
cook traditional Hutsul meals and bake ‘live’
bread, partake in photo hunting for rare ‘Carpathian’ animals, go fishing in the mountain
streams, produce ‘comb’ honey, experience the
natural spa treatments in the hayloft and increase wellness through bee vibrations. Collectors of traditional recipes will increase their lists
by at least 35 recipes and receive no less than 9
lessons from national chefs.

IVANO-FRANKIVSK
TYSMENYTSYA
GORODENKA
Sheparivtsi

Pidvysoke

YAREMCHEKOLOMYIA
waterfall
Zhenetskyi Guk
Yablunytsia

Tatariv

KOSIV

SNYATYN
Tuchapy

Kryvopillya
Meadow Dil

Meadow Berchyska

Duration: 6 days
Accommodation: farmand guesthouses
Dates: May through
October

contact us
Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region
26 Dnistrovska St., Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018, Ukraine
Tel.: +38 0342 72 02 32
Fax: +38 0342 55 91 56
e-mail: office@taif.org.ua
www.taif.org.ua
www.travelcarpathians.com

Strilche

DAY 1. Traditional Hutsul treats

Yaremche - a town known for a healthy climate, mountain paths and wooden buildings erected without nails, such as a restaurant ‘Hutsulshyna’ and the
church of St.Illja.
The rural house ‘At Lesya’s’ invites you for a traditional Hutsul meal with a glass
of liqueur, black bread, bacon and pickles all homemade. During the meal, it is
traditional for Hutsuls pass toasts in a circular motion around the table accompanied by short and witty poems – ‘kolomyiky’. The first master-class of the tour
will teach you to cook traditional borsch soup flavoured with thyme.
The next stop is the picturesque mountain village of Tatariv. Here you will enjoy
the open fire ‘Vatra’ (a traditional Hutsul name of the fire), the captivating sounds of the mountain streams, the
incredible stories concerning the adventures of immortal Carpathians rebels ‘Opryshki’, home baked potato’s
over the charcoal with spicy meat and accompanied with a glass of homemade liqueur. Good Night…

DAY 2. Homemade food and natural wonders

Traditional breakfast in the local guesthouses are completely different from the usual bed and breakfast offer.
In order to fully enjoy a delicious breakfast you should cook it first! Thus, you will have a master-class in cooking
dumplings with cranberries, blueberries or apples (depending on season) or Hutsul corn dessert ‘Malay’ in the
guesthouse ‘Anastasia’.
Our morning journey will be to the waterfall ‘Guk’ in the valley of Zhenets. You hear
the roar of the water that falls freely from a height of 15 meters and generates a strong
echo, known as ‘Guk’. It appears to the eye that this steady flow of water broke up the
rock allowing trees grow up in the surrounding woods ... But ‘Guk’ - the one of the youngest Carpathian waterfalls – was naturally formed in the 1960s of 20th as a result of a flood, adding to beautify the Zhenets valley even
more! On the way to waterfall, it is possible to pick edible berries and mushrooms. You will feel the excitement
on finding a mushroom! These ‘trophies’ will become the best ingredients of supper in the evening!
The next stop on the tour is the village of Yablynytsia, the picturesque mountainous area and charming panoramic views opening from the Yablunytsia Pass at an altitude of 931 m above sea level. Here the local tavern ‘Vysokyi Pereval’ hosts an original ‘traditional Hutsul wedding’ celebration, which features local traditional music,
lively performances of wedding ceremonies, song and the very best of Hutsul dancing.

DAY 3. Taste of the meadows

In the morning, the spectacular journey to the village Kryvopillya near the ancient village of Verkhovyna is to be enjoyed. After check-in the farmhouse ‘Dil meadow’ you
will be guided up to the mountain pastures. Here in the sheep’s ‘Coshara’ (a traditional
barn), milk and cheeses are produced in the old fashioned way. Here you can observe
the production process, try to make cheese by your own hand and buy local foods from
the farmers.
We then journey higher into the mountains to the eco-farm on Berchyska meadow,
set at an altitude of 1600 m above sea level. The meadow Berchyska is a little visited
location providing views across to the highest peaks of the Ukrainian and Romanian
Carpathians. Close to the sky, you will discover the age-old organic methods of food
production undertaken for centuries - dairy from sheep’s and cow’s milk and mineral water. A unique feature
of this farm is its location at 300 meters above the height of the alpine meadows. Due to this unique location,
the taste and nutritional value of milk and dairy is of the highest quality. Savor a shepherd lunch in the open air:
mushroom soup, cheese or mountain sheep cheese, homemade jam from berries, forest herbal teas.

DAY 4. Breath of the past:
Kosiv – Tuchapy village –Snyatyn – Pidvysoke village – Strilche village

This day is like a theatre, full of changing acts, scenes and actors. Only your impressions stay
unchanged: fascinating, curious, delicious!
The town of Kosiv is well known for its talented artists and artisans, and open-air souvenir
market, famous far beyond Ukraine. You will experience the unique wood carving technique of local craftsmen and acquire sophisticated hand carved wooden plates and decorative traditional axes.
The camping ground ‘Starytsya’ is located near the Prut river. Here in the quiet backwaters
you can learn how to fish in the river, enjoy and relax in the hayloft and practice meditation.
Enjoy meals cooked on an open fire: fish soup, baked fish or meat with vegetables, baked
potatoes and glass of house wine.
On the edge of the village - the restaurant ‘Kray-Ray’ (Edge of Paradise) arises like a real
palace. In the inner yard of the restaurant, the local folklore group will show the elements
of Pokuttya seasonal celebrations. The meeting of winter and spring, Palm Sunday, Easter...
You will participate in such performances such as: fire jumping, ‘treating’ with honey and
apples and learning the local songs and dances.
The enchanting village Strilche has kept a unique tradition of bread baking. The house of
Volodymyr Romaniv will showcase the process. The bread is baked directly on the stone
bottom of the oven and is kept fresh for two weeks! So be sure to buy a few loaves for a
delicious bite along the way.

DAY 5. City Cultural Treasures: Kolomyia - Tysmenytsya

Light breakfast with local products at the hotel. Taste and learn how to cook the popular Galician dessert – plums, stuffed with nuts and watered with whipped cream.
You will then travel to the most picturesque towns in Galychyna – Kolomyia. The tour brings
you to the Hutsul Folk Art Museum - the only Ukrainian museum included into the Encyclopaedia Britannica as one of the world masterpiece museums. Your private master class in painting
and restoration of eggs (one of the brightest and most mysterious traditional handicrafts) will
follow….held in the Egg Museum, which is the visiting card of the city, the first museum in the
world of egg painting. In the Kolomyia museums you will be stunned by the beauty! Finally,
you will understand where these delicious dishes are coming from: they are cooked by talented people with
exceptional aesthetic flair…
From Kolomyia you travel to Ivano-Frankivsk. Accommodation in the guesthouse ‘Princely court’ (‘Princely
Court’) on the road to Tysmenytsia.
Close by the guesthouse is an apiary, famous not only for its honeybees, but also for a unique spa offering
soothing treatment using bee vibrations.
After the spa treatments, a light lunch in the open air and a relaxing walk to take in the charm of the place,
supper will be served at a traditional restaurant.
The taste of Tysmenytsya is its famous ‘stuffing’. It is believed that this wonderful meal was brought to Tysmenytsya by old German craftsman. The recipe of stuffing is complicated (up to two pages). However, the long
cooking process will be rewarded by the perfect taste. It deserves to be the main dish of the finest banquet. In
addition, its recipe you will get as a gift from the hostess!

DAY 6. End of the tour

A relaxing breakfast at the hotel will put the finishing touch on your stay in Ivano-Frankivsk region.

Hungary Eats

Hungary

Bring your sense of adventure: simple life is not always easy!

One of the truly enjoyable aspects of life: Good
Food. So live it up as we present to you a selection
of organic, local, traditional, artisan food, country restaurants, Hungarian cooking courses and
pastry workshops. Take a culinary journey through
Hungary, a country steeped in history and tradition.
Follow the food and drink itinerary and find out why
Hungary is renowned for its fresh produce, unique
brandy. Whether you are following the Carpathian
Culinary Trail or touring historical distilleries, you
will find many fun attractions with samples to enjoy
along the way

The north eastern part of Hungary, at the foot of the Carpathian Mountains
is surrounded by rivers and meadows, which are ideal for fruit. The region
has rich cultural heritage, medieval, painted churches, rich fauna, various
species of fishes – and flora, including medical herbs and rare, protected
flowers. It offers unique opportunity for excursions either on foot or by bicycle.

NYÍREGYHÁZA

Baktalórántháza

Tákos Csaroda
Vásárosnamény
Márokpapi
Tiszakóród
Tarpa Szatmárcseke
Panyola
Túristvándi
Kisar
Nagyar
Fülesd

Máriapócs
Érpatak

Duration: 5 days
Accommodation:
farmhouses
Dates: May through
October

Nyírbátor

contact us

Szamos-bazár Association
H-4913 Panyola, Mezővég út 62
Tel.: +36 20 417 4188
e-mail: zsu@panyola.hu
www.panyola.hu

DAY 1. Hungary Eats welcomes you
Nyíregyháza

Welcome to the city of Nyíregyháza. Begin your tour by exploring Open Air Village Museum. It
wonderfully preserves the architecture and customs of rural life in the region from a hundred
years ago. The museum holds a gastronomy heritage festival and events where visitors can
step back in time and experience life the way it used to be. Optional: Aquarius spa. Dinner and
overnight.

DAY 2. Saints and Spirits
Érpatak - Máriapócs - Nyírbátor - Baktalórántháza - Vásárosnamény

Érpatak: visit a traditional distillery, cold plate based on local recipes and fruit brandy tasting. Máriapócs: the most famous, beloved spiritual centre and the mostly visited place of
worship in Hungary. In the City of the Dragon (Nyírbátor) you will
have chance to taste a traditional local pastry, visit a mysterious castle and walk on the historical ‘Dragon path’. Lazy lunch at the Fenyves
Business Hotel and Restaurant where you can walk into the modern,
21th century technics kitchen based on the local food and recipes.
Vásárosnamény: visit local Bereg Museum or go for a short canoe ride
on the river Tisza. For dinner head to the guesthouse to enjoy local,
freshly made food.

DAY 3. Farms, tastings and a fabulous cooking course
Tákos - Csaroda - Márokpapi - Nagyar - Szatmárcseke - Kisar

After breakfast we start our daily program with the perhaps most beautiful,
anyway the most well-known churches of Tákos, Csaroda and Márokpapi.
Sometimes referred to as the ‘barefooted Notre Dame’. The church in Csaroda with its flower decoration is 700 years old. It is famous for its medieval
frescoes representing smiling saints. Tarpa known for it’s plum products,
but one of Hungary’s last examples of a working, horse-driven, 19th century mill. Head to Nagyar, visit the historical rose garden of Luby Castle and try
the rose tart and rose lemonade. Szatmárcseke. The cemetery is a unique
sight worth visiting, famous for 2-meter high boat-shaped grave markers,
each of them facing to the West. Afternoon: local Szatmar cooking course
and dinner, recipes vary according to the season, utilizing only the freshest
ingredients available and providing you with a deeply individual foodie experience. We learn how to prepare a balanced, traditional four-course menu. Featuring regional specialties and
home-cooking favorites, which we than enjoy for dinner.

DAY 4. Along the plum road
Kisar – Túristvándi – Tiszakóród – Fülesd - Tarpa

After breakfast, visit the local, semi-wild plum garden. Kisar is Europe’s largest
endemic flood plain fruit garden with indigenous plum, apple, and walnut
trees. Some 10 km south, on the banks of the river Túr, is the tiny village of
Túristvándi, and its pride and joy, a wonderfully restored, 18th-century watermill. Although it is no longer used as a mill, visitors may see the wheels and
the millstones at work. A stop for homemade strudel in a shady garden, than
walk in the woods with a herbalist expert and storyteller. Lunch: be ready to
create your homemade pasta. Enjoy a ‘hands on’ pastry tasting with our local
chef giving you an introduction to authentic regional recipes. After lunch,
relax at the river Tisza sandy beach or optional bicycle trip. Late afternoon visit Tarpa Distillery and taste one of
the best fruit brandy of the country.

DAY 5. Country pleasures
Panyola

Rustic breakfast, traditional Szatmar flavours, local, organic ingredients: artisan sausages, ham, farm eggs, sugar-free jams, organic vegetables, home made bread, fresh dairy products. Mini farmers’ market.
Shopping your local farmers’ market is the easiest way to ensure that
what you’re buying is seasonal, fresh, and local. No one knows the ins
and outs of food like the people who grow it, so get answers straight
from the experts by asking the really important questions. Find out exactly where your food comes from by
asking where the farm is located, how far it is from the market, and if it’s organic. Most farmers are proud of their
products and don’t mind detailing exactly how their food is grown and what to do with it. To avoid plastic bags
please bring your own canvas bags or baskets. Then spend the day wandering around Panyola’s untouched
natural beauty. If the season is right, the Panyolafeszt may be in full swing, offering a chance to witness the
region’s harvest with area local chefs stocking up for their regional kitchen.

Harmony of food and wine

slovakia
Travel for health, beauty and longevity

This three-day tour fully opens city of Kosice for the tourists - the
pearl of European urban heritage. It offers to experience beauty
centenary prescriptions at natural wellness and spas centers, to
taste delicious traditional Slovak dishes, it will guide guests into the
world of the world-famous Tokaj wines

Following the laws of full stomach, besides tasting incredibly delicious Slovak meals in the eco-friendly pubs and restaurants, hotels ‘Dalia’ and ‘Golem’
the tour opens for visitors in the City of Kosice - one of the most beautiful
cities in Europe and second biggest city after Bratislava in Slovakia. Elegant
historic sites of Kosice from the 14-15 centuries will be seen by the visitors
from the very first day of the tour.
You will never forget times spent at the popular villa ‘Ranch Tara’, with the
excellent opportunities for a bright leisure: traditional food, festivals, and
activities for kids. The unique healing climate and natural features of the
region are opened up for the guests at natural karst and speleo therapy spa
and wellness centers in the south-east of Slovakia in Stos Spa and in Jasovska cave.
Production of Slovak eco-friendly foods and famous Tokaj wines are opening for visitors as pearl of tourist attraction; they are both useful to know
and must-try for business traveler and demanding lovers of the romantic
holidays. Tasting of traditional herbal tea in Kosice Teahouse Bioinstitute,
visiting local eco-friendly pasta producer ‘KUK FUK’, wine tasting in a private
guest house J.&J. Ostrozovic with understanding of winemaking rules will
make your trip particularly useful and informative.

KOŠICE
Jasov Mala Ida Ranč TARA
Jasovska cave
Valaliky

Spa Štós

Veľká Třňa
Tokaj Region

contact us
Duration: 4 days
Accommodation:
farmhouses and hotels
Dates: May through
October

Košice Association of chefs
and confectioners

Cingovská 2, 040 12, Košice, Slovakia
Tel.: + 421 918 380 962
email : info@szkc-ke.sk
www.szkc-ke.sk

Slovak Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, Kosice Regional
Chamber
Žižkova 6, 04001 Košice, Slovakia
Tel.: + 42 1556998094
Fax: + 42 1556998282
e-mail: tomkova@sopk.sk
www.ke.sopk.sk

DAY 1. Arrival to Kosice. Home-made food and urban culture treasures

Accommodation at eco-friendly hotel ‘Dalia’ with excellent location in the city
center (5 minutes walk from the main street). Time for relaxation.
The next culinary stop will be the restaurant ‘Golem’ (city center) that has its
own brewery. After a tasty lunch let us discover the fascinating wonders of Kosice. The city’s historic sites - from various eras - are concentrated in the historic
center, which is an Urban Heritage Area.
The gothic St. Elisabeth’s Cathedral (Dóm sv. Alžbety) built from 1378 - 1508.
It is considered the easternmost high gothic style cathedral in Europe and it is
the biggest church in Slovakia. The St. Michael’s Chapel is a single-nave Gothic edifice from the 14th century. Originally a cemetery chapel, it is the city’s
second oldest building. The Eastern-Slovakia Museum, a majestic neo-Renaissance structure built in 1899. It exhibits numismatic collections and the Gold Treasure of Kosice - hoard of golden coins and other golden objects.
Dinner in a stylish restaurant and guesthouse Villa Regia. The interior with the atmosphere of past times but in
modern interpretation. Recommended specialties, such as ‘Mačanka’ - sour mushroom soup with croutons - are
waiting for you to taste and discover.

DAY 2 Path to health: tea tasting, acquaintance with the production of natural products and
climatic and karst spa

Visiting the Teahouse for tea tasting in Bioinstitute in the city center of Kosice. Right
below the teahouse there is a shop with tea and herbs of more than 140 kinds, where
according to the traditional recipes; herbs are mixed carefully for each visitor. The Teahouse is actually located at the very famous street for traditional crafts. It is a traditional artistic district where old, traditional craftsmen sell their products in little shops.
In the nearby pleasant suburban village Mala Ida the company KUK FUK is situated
- the domestic producer of 6-egg pasta (3.5 tons per day.) Lunch is served in a restaurant ‘Straw House’ (Slamený dom), which is offering very famous Slovak culinary
specialties, as duck breast, mutton stew with homemade dumplings, mountain dumplings with mutton meat,
sheep cheese dumplings and pies.
The climatic Spa Štós (established in 1883) is located in the picturesque part of southeastern Slovakia. According to the respective Swiss classification, the spa has a healing climate with stimulation rated as level 1 and is
ideal for the treatment of diseases of the respiratory system. This high altitude park (650 meters above sea level)
is Slovakia’s national cultural monument with over 200 tree and flower species and
complemented by streams with cascades and a fountain.
The area of Jasov village (the southwestern part of the Kosice Basin) is dominated by
limestone rocks. The settlement dates back to the Paleolithic period when limestone
caves were used as dwelling. Village is famous by its natural miracle Jasov cave being
inscribed on the world’s heritage list. The cave was first used for medicinal purposes in
1846, however the upper parts have been known as early as the 13th century.
Dinner in the restaurant ‘Old mill’ (Starý mlyn). The image of the modern era milling in
the 20th century can be presented by this mill, whose owner is a Brostl family.

DAY 3 Enjoy traditional Slovak wines and discover charming surroundings for relaxation

Frucona Kosice - successful company (established in 1970’s) deals with production of alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks, syrups, pickles and fruit vinegar. The company is well known
and successfully established on domestic and foreign markets. Enjoy the tasting of traditional Slovak drinks!
Valaliky suburban village is famous for one of the well-known artists Ladislav Stana. His
expressive works are exhibited in whole Europe. His inspiration is a woman as a symbol of
beauty, motherhood and love. Lunch at the ‘Hostinec u gazdu’ in Valaliky; the restaurant,
which preserves tradition not only due to the equipment inside, but mainly in preparation
of traditional foods.
Year-round the ranch ‘Tara’ offers various activities as tourism, horseback-riding lessons for
beginners, accommodation, tasting of farm products, activities for children, primary school,
family leisure, festivals, markets, and shows of different types. Taste traditional local specialties - cow cheese, goat cheese, homemade pasta with cheese here.
Although Veľká Třňa is the smallest viticulture territory, it is also
one of the most specific and unique areas within the country.
Only here, you can find stony hillsides of an old volcano, which is warmed up by a
lovely warm breeze from the Hungarian puszta and only here you can find a noble
fungi Botrytis cinerea, the basis of Tokaj selections. A walk in the vineyard of JaJ Ostrožovič with a small wine tasting, tour of the production hall, cellar tour with an expert interpretation about the Tokaj region and tasting 15 kinds of wine plus BONUS
gift (vintage wine) will make your memories special.

DAY 4: Transfer to Kosice. Last tour day

